She murmured
murmured to
to her
her phone,
phone,and
andthe
thedrone’s
drone’srotors
rotors
began
began
to to
whirr.
whirr.
It lifted
It lifted
fromfrom
the deck,
the deck,
trailing
trailing
four four
lengths
lengths
of cable
of cable
from
its underside,
from
its underside,
until the
untilcables
the cables
tautened
tautened
and itsand
cargo
its cargo
heavedheaved
up too:upa too:
plastic
a plastic
tank that
tankheld
thatten
held
venomous
ten venomous
lumpsuckers
lumpsuckers
swimming around
swimming
around
in sixty
in sixty
gallons
gallons
of seawater.
of seawater.
The drone
The drone
continued
continued
to rise
to until
rise until
the tank
the tank
was high
was high
enough
enough
to clear
to clear
the railthe
ing around
railing
around
the deck,
the deck,
and Resaint
and Resaint
felt a felt
sacramental
a sacramental
sprinkling
sprinkling
on her on
forehead
her forehead
as waterasslopped
water out
slopped
over out
the side.
over Then,
the side.
accelerating
Then,
accelerating
gently, like
gently,
a stork
likewith
a stork
an especially
with an especially
precious baby
precious
in itsbaby
sling,
in the
its drone
sling, the
set off
drone
north
set over
off north
the ocean.
over the
The ocean.
drone
would
The
drone
fly about
would20flykilometres
about 20 to
kilometres
the SouthtoKvarken
the South
reefs
Kvarken
where reefs
venomous
wherelumpsuckers
venomous lumpsuckers
gathered every
gathered
breeding
every
season,
breeding
and
then dump
season,
andout
then
thedump
contents
out the
of the
contents
tank. In
of theory,
the tank.
after
In finishing
theory, after
her finishing
experiments,
her experiments,
Resaint couldResaint
have just
could
lowered
have the
justfish
lowered
over
the side
fish over
of thethe
Varuna
side of
andtheletVaruna
them find
and their
let them
own find
way their
home.
own
They
way
were
home.
perfectly
They capable
were perfectly
navigators.
capable
But navigators.
she refusedBut
to take
she
the risk.toThere
refused
take were
the risk.
so few
There
left.were
Every
so one
few was
left. so
Every
precious.
one was
Which
so precious.
is why it Which
would have
is why
been
it would
a particularly
have been
shameful
a particularly
mishap
if, say, themishap
shameful
spindrifter
if, say,had
theclobbered
spindrifterthe
haddrone
clobbered
so hard
the that
drone
allsothose
hard fish
that all
broke
those
their
fishspines
broke when
their spines
they hit
when
thethey
water.
hit ‘So
the water.
that’s
it?’ Abdi
‘So
that’s said.
it?’ Abdi
‘Yousaid.
are finished?’
‘You are finished?’
He was trying
He was
to trying
sound to
casual
soundbutcasual
she could
but she
hear
could
he was
hear sad.
he was
He sad.
was He
a maintenance
was a maintenance
technician who sometimes
technician
who sometimes
helped
helped
her out
her with
out with
her her
equipment,
equipment,
andand
theythey
hadhad
become
become
friends
friends
in inher
herthree
threemonths
monthson
on the
the Varuna.
Varuna. He
was 26, she was 32. Every few weeks he went home to Malmö. He had a girlfriend there, a nursing assistant. She sounded OK.
Resaint nodded.
nodded. ‘I ‘Ijustjust
havehave
to finish
to finish
packingpacking
up the up
lab tomorrow.
the lab tomorrow.
Then I’ll beThen
gone.’I’llAt be
that gone.’
momentAtthethat
Varuna’s
moment the
orange
floodlights
Varuna’s allorange
came floodlights
on at once,alleven
camethough
on attheonce,
sky wasn’t
even though
yet dark.
the On
sky these
wasn’t
industrial
yet dark.
shipsOnthethese
lighting
industrial
was
always
ships cranked
the lighting
so high
wasat always
night that
cranked
fromso a high
distance
at night
they that
looked
from
Christmassy.
a distance ‘Will
they you
looked
missChristmassy.
the fish?’
‘Willsmiled.
She
you miss
‘Yes.theBut
fish?’
I hope
She Ismiled.
can see‘Yes.
themBut
again
I hope
soon.’I By
can ‘them’,
see them
sheagain
meantsoon.’
the species
By ‘them’,
in general
she meant
– Cyclopterus
the species in general
venenatus
– not – her
Cyclopterus
experimental
venenatus
subjects– in
not particular.
her experimental
She’d grown
subjects
fond
in enough
particular.of She’d
those grown
that she
fond
would
enough
be
of those to
delighted
thatseeshethem
would
again,be but
delighted
of course
to she
see never
them would.
again, Their
but ofstrange
coursesojourn
she never
in thewould.
humanTheir
worldstrange
was over.
sojourn in the human world
‘Really?’‘Yes.There’s
so much
was over.
more
‘Really?’
to do.
‘Yes. IThere’s
feel solike
muchI’ve
more barely
to do. started.’‘Wow,
I feel like I’ve OK,
barely so...
started.’
?’
‘Wow,
She
didn’t
OK,reply,
so... ?’
butShe
shedidn’t
gave him
reply,
a little
but she
tilt gave
of thehim
head.
a little
She knew
tilt ofwhat
the head.
he was
She
asking
knewand
what
theheanswer
was asking
was yes.
andPerhaps
the answer
evenwas
the
yes.ofPerhaps
tilt
the head
even
wasthe
a mistake.
tilt of theNever
head discuss
was a mistake.
your findings
Never before
discussyou
your
submit
findings
the before
report. you
Thatsubmit
was the
therule
report.
in her
That
field.
wasCertainly
the rule
in her
not
with
field.
the Certainly
client, or not
anybody
with the
whoclient,
worksorfor
anybody
the client
who– works
and least
for of
theall
client
when
– and
thoseleast
findings
of allare
when
likely
those
to be
findings
disagreeable
are likely
to
to beclient.
that
disagreeable
That suited
to that
herclient.
fine, the
That
notsuited
talking,
her because
fine, theshe
not had
talking,
neverbecause
been the
shekind
hadofnever
person
been
who
thecould
kind only
of person
digestwho
eachcould
day
only adigest
with
willing
each
listener
day with
as her
a willing
ruminant
listener
organ.asAnd
her on
ruminant
top of that,
organ.she
And
hadonother,
top of
non-professional
that, she had other,
reasons,
non-professional
reasons nobody
reasons,
knew
reasonsfor
about,
nobody
her interest
knew about,
in the for
venomous
her interest
lumpsucker,
in the venomous
which made
lumpsucker,
her especially
which cagey
made about
her especially
the whole
cagey
subject.
aboutEven
the whole
with Abdi.
subject. Even she
Officially
with was
Abdi.here
Officially
on thesheVaruna
was here
to evaluate,
on the Varuna
on behalf
to evaluate,
of theonBrahmasamudram
behalf of the Brahmasamudram
Mining Company,
Mining
whether
Company,
the
whether thelumpsucker
venomous
venomous exceeded
lumpsucker
a certain
exceeded
threshold
a certainofthreshold
‘intelligence’
of ‘intelligence’
– a word so– scientifically
a word so scientifically
and philosophically
and philosophically
embattled
embattled
that
it wasthat
almost
it was
useless,
almostchurned
useless,tochurned
mud, but
to mud,
that nevertheless
but that nevertheless
had implications
had implications
for a company
for a company
who might
whowant
might
to want
mine toa
mine a species’
species’
breedingbreeding
ground.ground.
And now,
Andbecause
now, because
of thatoftiltthat
of tilt
the of
head,
the head,
Abdi Abdi
could could
guess guess
what what
her report
her report
was going
was going
to say.
to say.
But
But perhaps
perhaps
he had
he already.
had already.
There
There
had been
had been
evenings
evenings
whenwhen
he couldn’t
he couldn’t
havehave
failedfailed
to notice
to notice
how how
excited
excited
she was
she was
aboutabout
whatwhat
had
had happened
happened
in herinlab
herthat
lab day.
that No
day.scientist
No scientist
sat down
sat down
beaming
beaming
to dinner
to dinner
becausebecause
they’d they’d
found out
found
thatout
a fish
thatwas
a fish
nothing
was nothing
special.
special.
‘Do
you‘Do
want
you to
want
celebrate
to celebrate
finishing?’Abdi
finishing?’ Abdi
said.‘Celebrate?’Abdi
said. ‘Celebrate?’ Abdi
hesitated,
hesitated,
searching
searching
for for
ideas.
ideas.
There
Thereweren’t
weren’ta a lot
lot of
ways to
to celebrate
celebrateonona amining
mining
support
support
vessel.
vessel.
Resaint
Resaint
had had
a bottle
a bottle
of Absolut
of Absolut
in her in
lab,her
butlab,
Abdi
butwas
Abdi
forbidden
was forbidden
from drinking
from
by both his
drinking
by religion
both hisand
religion
the biosensor
and the biosensor
Brahmasamudram
Brahmasamudram
made him made
wear on
himhiswear
forearm.
on hisThen
forearm.
there Then
was karaoke,
there was
which
karaoke,
was
popularwas
which
on board.
popularBut
onResaint
board. was
But barred
Resaintfrom
waskaraoke
barred sessions
from karaoke
by hersessions
most deeply
by her
held
most
beliefs,
deeply
in the
heldsense
beliefs,
that in
shethe
believed
sense
karaoke
that
she ought
believed
to be
karaoke
a tabooought
punishable
to be by
a taboo
stoning.
punishable
‘Cake?’ he
bysaid
stoning.
at last.‘Cake?’
‘We could
he said
eat some
at last.
cake.’
‘WeThe
could
messeatdidsome
indeed
cake.’
offer amess
The
decent
didkladdkaka,
indeed offer
thea Swedish
decent kladdkaka,
sticky chocolate
the Swedish
cake. ‘I
sticky
thinkchocolate
I’m going
cake.
to stay
‘I think
out here
I’m going
for a to
bitstay
longer,’
out here
Resaint
for said.
a bit
‘It’s my Resaint
longer,’
last night
said.
at sea.
‘It’sI’ll
mysee
lastyou
night
later,
at sea.
though.’
I’ll see
‘I’llyou
getlater,
you athough.’‘I’ll
PFD.’ Meaning
get you
a life
a PFD.’
jacket.Meaning
‘No, that’s
a life
OK.’
jacket.
‘Are ‘No,
you sure?’
that’s
‘I’ll be fine.’
OK.’‘Are
youTechnically
sure?’‘I’ll be
Resaint
fine.’ Technically
was supposed
Resaint
to strap
wasonsupposed
a hard hat
to just
straptooncome
a hard
outhat
onjust
deck,
to come
even though
out on deck,
there was
evenno
though
danger ofwas
there
anything
no danger
but gull
of anything
shit falling
but gull
on her
shithead,
fallingbut
onin
herher
head,
casebut
theinsafety
her case
manual
the safety
was never
manualenforced
was never
to the
enforced
letter.toAfter
the letter.
Abdi
had gone
After
Abdiback
had gone
inside,
back
Resaint
inside,stood
Resaint
at the
stood
railing
at thelooking
railing out
looking
to the
outnorth,
to thethe
north,
hood
theofhood
her of
anorak
her anorak
raisedraised
against
against
the wind.
the wind.
The
Baltic
The
Baltic
was was
one one
of the
of the
filthiest
filthiest
seasseas
on on
thethe
planet,
planet,
fullfull
of of
chicken-farm
chicken-farmrun-off
run-offand
andbirth
birthcontrol
controlhormones
hormonesand
and even
even nerve gas
from old munition
munition dumps,
dumps, but
butfrom
fromaavantage
vantagelike
likethis
thisyou
youcould
couldforget
forget
allall
that.
that.
The
The
lastlast
of the
of the
sunset
sunset
hadhad
dieddied
out out
of the
of mist
the mist
and
Rubinstein
andsea
the
theand
sea sky
andwere
sky were
both darkening
both darkening
iron. Her
iron.drone
HerLutyens
had
drone
already
had&already
shrunk
shrunk
beyond beyond
sight, but
sight,
the spindrifter
but the spindrifter
was nearwas
enough
nearnow
enough
that
nowcould
she
that she
make
could
out the
make
ridged
out the
shape
ridged
of itsshape
rotors,
of
like
its rotors,
threeRights
gigantic
like three
spinal
gigantic
columns
spinal
scudding
columns
over
scudding
the ocean,
overand
thethe
ocean,
red warning
and the
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Guide
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red warning
lights
at theirlights
tops, at
50their
metres
tops,
above
50 metres
the water.
above
Shethe
could
water.
feelShe
a change
could feel
in the
a change
air, too,inthe
theouter
air, too,
touch
theofouter
the spindrifter’s
touch of thestorm.
spindrifter’s
The
plan,storm
originally,
spindrifters,
had been
scattered
for a few
allthousand
over the spindrifters,
planet. A spindrifter’s
scattered all
rotors
over looked
the planet.
likeAmasts
spindrifter’s
but wererotors
reallylooked
more like
like masts
sails,
in the
but
were
straightforward
really more like
sense
sails,
that
in they
the straightforward
propelled the vessel
sense that
forward
they by
propelled
gettingthe
in vessel
the way
forward
of the by
wind.
getting
But inbecause
the waythey
of the
were
wind.
alwaysbecause
But
rotatingthey
at high
werespeed,
always
they
rotating
could at
harness
high speed,
that wind
theyincould
unstraightforward
harness that wind
ways,inlike
unstraightforward
a tennis ball backspinning
ways, like aofftennis
a racket.
ball
And as they rotated,
backspinning
off a racket.
they pumped
And as they
seawater
rotated,
up they
into pumped
the sky, seawater
spraying up
it through
into theasky,
silicon
spraying
meshittothrough
create a mist
silicon
of mesh
droplets
to create
so tinya
that aofflu
mist
droplets
virus so
would
tiny that
havea flu
called
virusitwould
a finehave
drizzle.
called
The
it aclouds
fine drizzle.
that formed
The clouds
around
that formed
these droplets
around these
were droplets
softer than
wereusual,
softermore
than
www.lutyensrubinstein.co.uk
cashmere
usual,
more
than
cashmere
cotton than
wool,cotton
and because
wool, and
of because
this theyofwere
this they
also were
whiter,
also
which
whiter,
made
which
them
made
reflect
them
more
reflect
radiation
more radiation
from thefrom
sun. the
So
with So
sun.
enough
with enough
of theseofspray
these vessels
spray vessels
seeding
seeding
enough
enough
of these
of these
clouds,
clouds,
you you
might
might
be be
able
able
to to
hold
holdback
backthe
thewarming
warmingof
of the
the earth.
There had been a lot of excitement about spindrifters, once. Unfortunately, after a bit of testing, they were found to have certain foibles
that hadn’t been
beenanticipated
anticipatedby
byany
anyofofthe
the
computer
computer
models.
models.
They
They
whisked
whisked
up these
up these
eldritch
eldritch
low-altitude
low-altitude
storms,
storms,
which
which
werewere
of noof
conno
cern to anyone
concern
to anyone
butbut
seabirds;
seabirds;
butbut
they
they
also
also
seemed
seemed
toto
interfere
interfere
with
withrainfall
rainfallpatterns,
patterns,even
evenatatquite
quiteunaccountable
unaccountabledistances
distances away. And
rainfall patterns had been brutalised enough already. It wasn’t fair to put them through anything else. This time they might really lose it.
After that, the excitement dissipated like a fine-gauge cloud, the optimists turned their hearts to some new prospect, and the armada
was never launched. But several different outfits had built those early spindrifters – the competition to save the world being some of
the bitterest competition there is – and a couple of them closed up shop without ever getting round to taking their prototypes off the
water. So there
there were
werestill
stillabout
aboutaadozen
dozenspindrifters
spindriftersroving
rovingthe
theBaltic.
Baltic.
Unmanned,
Unmanned,
self-navigating,
self-navigating,
powered
powered
byby
thethe
wind,
wind,
built
built
from
from
almost incorruptible
almost
incorruptible
polymers,
polymers,these
theseghost
ghostships
shipswould
wouldjust
justcarry
carryon
onuntil
untilaarotor
rotorcracked
crackedor
oraacircuit
circuitshorted,
shorted, which
which might take decades.
Such were the new fauna of this poisoned sea. No ringed seals any more, no harbour porpoises, no velvet scoters, no European eels, no angel
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Dear friends,
Welcome to our rights guide for London Book Fair 2022. In this guide you’ll find details of our forthcoming
titles across adult fiction, non-fiction and cookery, but first, here are some of our
highlights from 2022 so far:
* UNSETTLED GROUND, Claire Fuller’s subtle yet powerful story of poverty and resilience, was
awarded the 2021 Costa Novel Prize. It was also shortlisted for the 2021 Women’s Prize for
fiction. Rights have now sold in France, Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Poland, Hungary, Lithuania, Sweden
and Russia. Claire is published by Fig Tree in the UK, Tin House in the US and House of Anansi in Canada.
*Sceptre published Simon Parkin’s new book THE ISLAND OF EXTRAORDINARY
CAPTIVES in February and the response from critics has been truly amazing. The Daily
Mirror said “by shining a light upon the government’s decision to intern the innocent, Simon
Parkin’s eye-opening, insightful and brilliantly written book serves as a timely reminder of the dangers of
populism.” For the Guardian, Charlie English commented “Parkin has told his story with energy and flair.
[…] a powerful tribute to the wartime internees, and a timely reminder of how much Britain gained from
their presence”, and Max Hastings described the book as “vivid and moving” in The Times. While researching the book, Simon also identified Gestapo plant Ludwig Warschauer as the (previously unknown) subject
of a Kurt Schwitters painting. Simon & Schuster US will publish THE ISLAND OF EXTRAORDINARY
CAPTIVES in November 2022. German rights have been sold to Aufbau.
*Sarah Smith’s debut novel HEAR NO EVIL was published in February by Two Roads. Based on a landmark case in Scottish legal history, the novel tells the story of Jean, a young deaf woman who is accused of
murdering her baby, and of Robert, a compassionate and progressive teacher, who is asked to interpret for
her. The Times said “Smith’s novel skilfully combines crime fiction with a woman’s struggle to speak the
truth”, and Sally Magnusson praised the novel as “A fascinating exploration of deafness and human value
amid the sights, sounds and smells of urban Scotland in 1817.”
*Mark Billingham’s most recent standalone novel RABBIT HOLE reached number one in the paperback
fiction chart in January. The Times selected it as their top crime novel for 2021, and described it as “A
gripping, twisting murder mystery and a blackly comic indictment of the way we treat psychological illness
today. At the very least it should reach the shortlist of this year’s Booker prize.”
*Michelle de Kretser’s satirical dystopian masterpiece SCARY MONSTERS delighted critics across the
UK and Australia and earned praise from Neel Mukherjee, Sarah Waters, Max Porter and Emily St.
John Mandel, and stunning reviews across the board including “That rarest of high-literary delights: play”
in The Guardian and “Whether you begin with Lili or Lyle, the range and verbal pleasures of de Kretser’s
considerable gifts are compelling” (Claire Messud for Harper’s Magazine). Michelle is published by
Allen & Unwin in the UK and Australia. Catapult will publish SCARY MONSTERS in the US in May.
*Sarah Krasnostein’s THE BELIEVER, Encounters with the Beginning, the End and Our Place In the
Middle (Text in Australia) is just published in the US from Tin House buoyed by a wave of advance praise
from writers like James Gleick and Sarah Sentilles, and a starred PW review. It was also a March Indie
Next choice and a Shelf Awareness pick “Brimming with poetic hope and rooted in negative capability,
THE BELIEVER is an outstanding treatise on human relationships, with one another and the unexplained”.
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FICTION
THE VENOMOUS LUMPSUCKER by Ned Beauman
UK: Sceptre – July 2022. US: Soho Press. Germany:
Liebeskind. MS available.
The near future. With tens of thousands of species dying out
every year, our last hope is the biobanks, impregnable vaults
where their remnants can be preserved forever. Until one day
an audacious cyberattack obliterates every single one. In the
aftermath, a troubled conservationist and a crooked mining
exec must team up in search of the venomous lumpsucker, a
lost fish that they both desperately need to save. Together, they
pursue it through the weird landscapes of the 2030s - a nature
reserve full of toxic waste; a floating city on the Baltic Sea; the
dangerous hinterlands of a totalitarian state. And the further
they go, the deeper they’re drawn into the mystery of the
attack on the biobanks. Who was behind it? And why would
anyone do such a thing?
Hilarious yet profound, surreal yet terrifyingly familiar, Ned
Beauman’s dazzling speculative literary thriller asks the
questions we are all grappling with. Ned has previously been
awarded the Encore Award and Somerset Maugham Award,
been longlisted for the Booker, and shortlisted for the
Guardian First Book Award and Desmond Elliott Prize. He
has been chosen by the Culture Show as one of the twelve best
new British novelists and by Granta as one of the twenty best
British novelists under 40. His books have been published in
ten languages to date.
THE MURDER BOOK by Mark Billingham
World excluding US & Germany: Little, Brown - June 2022.
US: Grove. Germany: Kampa Verlag. Options elsewhere. MS
available.
Tom Thorne has it all. In Nicola Tanner and Phil Hendricks,
Tom has good friends by his side. He finally has a love life
worth a damn and is happy in the job to which he has devoted
his life. Hunting the woman responsible for a series of
grisly murders, Thorne has no way of knowing that he will be
plunged in to a nightmare from which he may never wake. A
nightmare that has a name...Finally, Thorne’s past has caught
up with him and a ruinous secret is about to be revealed. Tom
Thorne has it all...to lose.
Mark Billingham was awarded the 2020 Theakston Old
Peculier Oustanding Contribution to Crime Fiction Award and
has also won a Sherlock Award for the Best Detective created
by a British writer. SLEEPYHEAD and SCAREDYCAT were
made in to a hit TV series on Sky 1 with David Morrisey as
Thorne, and a series based on the novels TIME OF DEATH
and IN THE DARK was broadcast on BBC1. His most recent
standalone novel RABBIT HOLE was a Sunday Times bestseller in hardback and paperback.
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THE SIMPLE TRUTH by James Buckler
UK: Transworld - November 2022. MS available.
A young woman is dead. Her wealthy boss says it was suicide.
Who do you believe?
A super rich client needs a favour. You’re newly qualified as
a lawyer and this could be your big break, so you jump at the
chance.
All you have to do is talk to a family, ask them to sign some
papers. How difficult could it be? Their daughter was found
dead at a beauty spot on the outskirts of London in what you’re
told was a tragic suicide.
But the truth is never that simple. And this case could cost you
your life...
James Buckler’s second novel is a twisty, timely eco-thriller
full of complex, conflicted characters. It will keep you
guessing to the last page.
“A fine debut, with some gut-wrenching twists” - Mick Herron
on LAST STOP TOKYO
BAD RELATIONS by Cressida Connolly
UK: Viking – May 2022. MS available.
BAD RELATIONS tells the story of a family fractured by
history, geography and desire. On the battlefields of the
Crimea, William Gale cradles the still-warm body of his
brother. William’s experience of war is to bring about a change
in him that will reverberate through his family over the next
two centuries. In the 1970s, William’s English descendants
invite Stephen, a distant Australian cousin, to stay in their
bohemian house in Cornwall - but their golden summer entanglements will end in a dramatic fall from grace. Half a century
later, a confrontation between the surviving members of the
family culminates in a terrible reckoning.
Cressida Connolly’s rich, immersive new novel is a tale of a
tragedy that seeps through generations, and a family forced
to confront what they truly value in life. Cressida Connolly’s
debut short story collection THE HAPPIEST DAYS won the
PEN/MacMillan Silver Pen Award. Her most recent novel
ATER THE PARTY was shortlisted for the Walter Scott Prize
for Historical Fiction and was a Waterstones Book of the
Month.
“The characters in BAD RELATIONS are so brilliantly real, so
wonderfully compelling at their best, and at their worst, that I
can’t get them out of my head. A wonderful novel”
Nina Stibbe, author of LOVE, NINA.
“A writer who seems able to peer directly into the human
4
heart” John Preston, author of A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL

YOU CAN STAY by Elle Connel
World English: Wildfire - April 2022. MS available.
Connor, a young soldier, is undergoing selection for Special
Forces. Alone and freezing on Bodmin Moor as he tries to
outpace a hunter force, he can’t resist an offer of shelter from a
local stranger. At first, Eilidh seems to be an impeccable host.
But something isn’t quite right – why is she so keen for him to
stay? And what is the nature of her relationship with her
housemate Julie, who seems utterly dependent on her? Before
long, Connor realises that Eilidh, rather than military training,
is the biggest test he will ever face…
Elle Connel is a pen name for Lucy Ribchester. Her previous
thriller DOWN BY THE WATER was a Sunday Times Crime
Book of the Month.
PRAISE FOR DOWN BY THE WATER
“I loved it - a classy and clever subversion of a country house
mystery” Harriet Tyce, author of BLOOD ORANGE
“Sinister and atmospheric” Chris Brookmyre, author of THE
CUT
“Tense, mesmerising and heartbreaking, I was truly gripped”
Susi Holliday, author of THE LAST RESORT
“A gripping mystery” Nathan Ripley, author of FIND YOU IN
THE DARK
AFTERWARDS by Charlotte Leonard
Wold English: Simon & Schuster – April 2022. MS available.
A dazzling and important debut novel, shortlisted for the Bath
2020 novel award. When Emma’s husband commits suicide,
leaving no note, her happy existence is blown apart. A
photographer, all Jay has left behind is his camera containing
five photographs, which are unlike his other work. Emma
follows the images to Cornwall, beginning a journey in which
old relationships are re-written and new ones are formed. As
the visual mystery of each photograph unfolds, Emma finds
herself unravelling and perilously close to breaking point. But
could her unlikely salvation lie in the sea, a small community
of swimmers and the promise of something Emma thought she
didn’t want?
“Utterly immersive, and brimming with exquisite prose,
AFTERWARDS is a thought-provoking and powerful debut
with a message of hope at its heart. Emma’s journey is
guaranteed to stay with you long after you turn the final page”
Holly Miller, author of THE SIGHT OF YOU
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ALL THE LITTLE BIRD HEARTS by Viktoria
Lloyd-Barlow
UK: Tinder Press – 2023. Italy: Garzanti.
MS available.
Sunday Forrester lives with her beautiful, headstrong, sixteenyear-old daughter Dolly. She does things differently from other
people, but has managed to build a safe and comfortable life
of careful routines. Into this predictable world step Vita and
Rollo, a glamorous couple from London. Vita is everything
Sunday has always admired: witty, educated, socially at ease.
Sunday has never felt so loved and accepted by anyone, except
perhaps her late sister Dolores. But when Rollo suggests that
perhaps they had to leave London because of one of Vita’s
little indiscretions, a malevolent edge to Vita’s charm presents
itself.
Reminiscent of ELIZABETH IS MISSING, Viktoria
Lloyd-Barlow’s elegant, finely-wrought debut was pre-empted
in Italy within days of submission.
Like her protagonist Sunday in ALL THE LITTLE BIRD
HEARTS, Viktoria is autistic. She has presented her doctoral
research internationally, most recently speaking at Harvard
University on autism and literary narrative. Her creative
writing has been published in the University of Kent Review.
ANIMAL PERSON by Alexander MacLeod
UK: Jonathan Cape – April 2022. Canada: McClelland and
Stewart. US: Farrar Straus & Giroux. Germany: Luchterhand.
Netherlands: De Bezige Bij. Spain: Alianza de Novelas.
Taiwan: Chi Ming. China: Archipel Press. MS available.
A petty argument between two sisters is interrupted by an
unexpected visitor. Adjoining motel rooms connect a family
on the brink of a new life with a criminal whose legacy will
haunt them for years to come. A connoisseur of other people’s
secrets is undone by what he finds in a piece of lost luggage. In
the wake of a tragic accident, a young man must contend with
what is owed to the living and to the dead. And in the O. Henry
Award-winning story “Lagomorph,” a man’s relationship with
his family’s long-lived pet rabbit opens up to become a
profound exploration of how a marriage fractures.
ANIMAL PERSON was pre-empted in the US and acquired at
auction in Canada, Germany and the Netherlands.
ONCE REMOVED was serialised in the New Yorker.
Alexander’s debut collection LIGHT LIFTING won the
Atlantic Book Award and was shortlisted for the Giller Prize,
Commonwealth Writers Prize, the Frank O’Connor award and
the Thomas Head Raddall Fiction Award.
“MacLeod is a gifted stylist, and all the more impressive for
his subtlety” Ron Rash, author of IN THE VALLEY
“A virtuoso performance by a writer in the vanguard of
contemporary short story writers” Guy Vanderhaeghe
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SMALL ANGELS by Lauren Owen
UK: Tinder Press – August 2022. US: Random House. Options
elsewhere. MS available.
He walks amongst the whispering trees
And this will ever be so
No help of ours could set him free
From the Woods where the roses grow
If you loved THE LONEY or THE THIRTEENTH TALE, it’s
time to enter SMALL ANGELS.
When Chloe turns the key to Small Angels, the church nestled
at the edge of Mockbeggar Woods where she is to be married,
she is braced for cobwebs and dust. What she doesn’t expect
are the villagers’ concerned faces, her fiancé’s remoteness, or
the nagging voice in her head that whispers to her of fears she
didn’t even know she had. Something in the woods is
beginning to stir, to creep closer to the sleeping houses.
Something that should have been banished long ago. Whatever
it is, it’s getting stronger, and pretending it’s not there won’t
keep the wedding, or the village – or Chloe – safe.
“Gorgeously atmospheric and gripping!” Jennifer Saint, author
of ARIADNE
“a stunning book, perfect for lovers of folklore and gothic
fiction.” Elizabeth Lee, author of CUNNING WOMEN
DELPHI by Clare Pollard
UK: Fig Tree - July 2022. US: Simon & Schuster. Germany:
Aufbau. Netherlands: Orlando. Spain: Caja Negra.
MS available.
This is a story about now. It’s a story about a woman and the
family she has made for herself. It’s about the dramas
unfolding on our screens and behind the curtains of our homes
in a world more turbulent than any of us could have imagined.
But it’s also about before. And what comes next. It’s about the
flames that have burned for centuries beneath the cracks that
are opening now. About the ancient Greeks, who sacrificed and
bargained with their Gods; about prophets and oracles, tarot
cards and tea leaves, and how time and certainty and,
sometimes, those we love can slip away. It’s about the
questions we have always asked as we scroll and click and
rage against our fates - and the answers that are coming for
us whether we like them or not. Extraordinary, electrifying,
irreverent and heartbreaking, DELPHI is a mesmerising story
of our pasts, our presents and our futures, and how we keep on
living in a world that is ever-more uncertain and absurd.
“Sexy, dark and dangerous, disturbed and disturbing in equal
measure - I loved it” Anna Hope, author of EXPECTATION
“Consoling, harrowing, hilarious in its astute observations. And
genuinely, -meaningfully- cathartic” Luke Kennard, author of
THE TRANSITION
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IN A GARDEN BURNING GOLD by Rory Power
US: Del Rey - April 2022. UK: Titan. Russia: Popcorn Books.
Turkey: Epsilon. Options elsewhere. MS available.
The Argyros family have helped their father rule Thyzakos for
over a century. They age slower than mere mortals, and each
sibling has a gift. Rhea is charm itself, and must sacrifice a new
suitor each Spring to maintain the cycle of seasons. Rhea’s twin
brother Lexos stiches the cosmos onto inky fabric every night.
Gentle, creative Chrysanthi can manipulate stories, landscapes
and light with her paints, while reclusive middle child Nitsos
tinkers with mechanical birds and intricate machines alone in
his workshop, to keep things running smoothly. Now, with an
independence movement gaining ground and their father’s rule
weakening, Rhea and Lexos must take matters into their own
hands. But if they’re not careful, they’ll end up facing each other
across the battlefield.
Naomi Novik’s SPINNING SILVER meets GAME OF
THRONES in a mesmerising and unputdownable Balkan fantasy
novel of family and survival from the instant New York Times
bestselling author of WILDER GIRLS and BURN OUR
BODIES DOWN.
“Unapologetically vicious, with gorgeous, searing prose and a
world that left me reeling. Rory Powers has crafted my favorite
kind of story, in which love and betrayal are one and the same”
Heather Walter, author of MALICE.
UTOPIA by Heidi Sopinka
UK & US: Scribe – August 2022. Canada: Hamish Hamilton.
Options elsewhere. MS available.
It’s okay for men to make bad art. There’s no price on their head
for doing it … Nothing for men is pre-determined, except their
chance at great success.
When Romy, a gifted young artist in the male-dominated art
scene of 1970s California, dies in suspicious circumstances, it is
not long before her husband Billy finds a replacement. Paz, fresh
out of art school in New York, returns to California to take her
place. But she is haunted by Romy, who is everywhere: in the
photos and notebooks and art strewn around the house, and in the
eyes of the baby she left behind, the baby Paz is now mother to.
Then, strange things begin to happen. Photographs move,
noises reverberate through the house, people start to question
what really happened the night Romy died, and then a postcard
in her handwriting arrives.
Heidi Sopinka’s debut novel THE DICTIONARY OF ANIMAL
LANGUAGES was shortlisted for the 2019 Royal Society of
Literature Ondaatje Prize and was a Tate Book of the Month.
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ALISON by Lizzy Stewart
World: Serpent’s Tail – July 2022. MS available from the
Publisher.
Alison tells the story of a young woman born into a quiet life in
Dorset, who escapes in her twenties to the thrumming art scene
of 1970s London. But the vehicle for her escape is an older man
whose reputation as an artist and philanderer casts a shadow
which will follow Alison for years.
A complex love and coming of age story, it is also a meditation
on female friendship and empowerment, on art, patriarchy and
class. With her combination of immaculate prose and stunning
artwork, Lizzy Stewart immerses the reader in the precise milieu
of bohemian London in the late 20th century, while at the same
time conjuring a story that has resonance for all women’s lives.
This is a book for anyone who loves novels, graphic or not, and
should appeal to fans of Sally Rooney, or Leanne Shapton, as
well as the great empathic writers Alice Munro, Hilary Mantel
and Tessa Hadley.
Lizzy Stewart is already an acclaimed author/illustrator and her
work has been translated into many languages. THERE’S A
TIGER IN MY GARDEN won the 2017 Waterstones Children’s
Book Prize.
“A quietly powerful book, and Stewart’s well chosen and often
witty dialogue goes straight to the heart. Her artwork is filmic and beautiful” Isabel Greenberg on IT’S NOT WHAT YOU
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE
“Mournful, lovely ... Stewart’s dynamic, warm, flowing art
invites the reader in” The New York Times on IT’S NOT WHAT
YOU THOUGHT IT WOULD BE
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NON-FICTION
ALL MY WILD MOTHERS by Victoria Bennett
UK: Two Roads - 2023. Edited MS due May 2022.
October 19th, 2007: Victoria is seven months pregnant. After
previous pregnancy loss, this is her happy-ever-after moment.
The telephone rings, and everything changes in an instant. At
forty-seven, her eldest sister is dead, drowned on the River Eden.
September, 2012. Victoria is a full-time carer for her medically
dependent son, and facing the impact of austerity measures. She
sets fire to six million words, gives away most of her belongings,
and moves her family to a social housing estate, built on an old
industrial stoneworks. With no money and limited resources,
Victoria and her son set about transforming the rubble into a
wild, apothecary garden, and discover that sometimes, life grows,
not in spite of what is broken, but because of it.
ALL MY WILD MOTHERS is an extraordinary story of
survival, hope, and the healing power of the earth under our feet,
perfect for fans of THE SALT PATH. Acquired at auction in the
UK.
CIMINO: Hollywood, Heaven’s Gate and the Price of a Vision by Charles Elton
World English: Abrams - March 2022. Italy: Baldini & Castoldi.
MS available.
The director Michael Cimino (1939–2016) is famous for two
films: Oscar-winning Vietnam epic The Deer Hunter, and
Heaven’s Gate, the most notorious bomb of all time. Originally
budgeted at $11 million, Cimino’s sprawling western went off
the rails in Montana. The picture grew longer and longer, and
the budget ballooned to over $40 million. When it was finally
released, Heaven’s Gate failed so completely with reviewers and
at the box office that it put legendary studio United Artists out of
business and marked the end of Hollywood’s auteur era.Or so the
conventional wisdom goes. Charles Elton delves deeply into the
making and aftermath of the movie and presents a
surprisingly different view to that of Steven Bach, one of the
executives responsible for Heaven’s Gate, who wrote a scathing
book about the film and solidified the widely held view that
Cimino wounded the movie industry beyond repair. Elton’s
CIMINO is a richly detailed biography that offers a revisionist
history of a lightning rod filmmaker. Based on extensive
interviews with Cimino’s peers and collaborators and enemies
and friends, most of whom have never spoken before, it unravels
the enigmas and falsehoods, many perpetrated by the director
himself, which surround his life, and sheds new light on his
extraordinary career. This is a story of the making of art, the
business of Hollywood, and the costs of ambition, both financial
and personal.
“Elton masterfully maneuvers through the web of lies
surrounding Cimino...A must for film aficionados” Library
Journal
“Film buffs will find much to enjoy” Publishers Weekly
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THE CIA Book Club by Charlie English
UK: Harper Collins - March 2024. US: Random House. MS due
March 2023.
In the 1950s, the CIA began smuggling millions of books
through the Iron Curtain—by Orwell, Solzhenitsyn, Hannah
Arendt, Gunter Grass and hundreds more—via a network of
publishers and booksellers in Paris and London, in a bid to break
the draconian Soviet system of censorship and propaganda. In
1981 the Agency dramatically scaled up its operation in Poland,
shipping equipment to build an underground press. The
smugglers and dissidents took huge risks—they were spied upon
by the KGB and Polish SB, and routinely arrested and locked up
without trial. But enough presses and literature arrived to create
the “second circulation”, which told the public the truth about the
communists’ activities. In 1989 the Polish regime collapsed
without a shot being fired, and a Solidarity government was
elected in its place. The Cold War was won. As one former-CIA
employee put it, this was “the CIA’s finest hour”. The CIA Book
Club tells the little-known story of the Book Program, which
is still classified, using the unpublished diaries of its director,
George Minden, as well as hundreds of hours of interviews with
Polish dissidents who worked with him.
“A riveting tale, brilliantly told” Philippe Sands, author of EAST
WEST STREET and THE RATLINE, on THE GALLERY OF
MIRACLES AND MADNESS
“A penetrating chronicle . . . deftly links art history, psychiatry,
and Hitler’s ideology to devastating effect”—The Wall Street
Journal on THE GALLERY OF MIRACLES AND MADNESS
BEAUTIFUL TRAUMA by Rebecca Fogg
UK: Granta - 2023. US: Penguin. Edited MS due May 2022.
In 2006, alone in her Brooklyn apartment at 2.30am, Rebecca
suffered a partial amputation of her right hand in a freak
domestic accident. ‘As I stared into the gaping wound, my brain
insisted on a second of reflection before I sprang into action: The
life I’ve been living is over. The next one, however long it lasts,
begins now.’ So begins this extraordinary memoir.
Autobiographical chapters charting the year that followed the
accident are interspersed with brilliantly written studies of the
medical aspects of her situation - the marvellously adaptable
anatomy of the hand; the fight or flight mechanism that allows
our animal selves to assess danger before any physical or
emotional response to danger floods in, and why some, but not
all people develop PTSD in the aftermath of trauma.
BEAUTIFUL TRAUMA is an extraordinary mix of psychology,
anatomy and inspirational storytelling, perfect for fans of
Maggie O’Farrell’s I AM, I AM, I AM and Henry Marsh’s DO
NO HARM.
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THE BOOK OF VANISHING SPECIES: Illustrating the
Rarest Creatures, Plants and Funghi on Earth by Bea
Forshall
World: Bloomsbury - October 2022. MS due Summer 2022.
Our Earth is more beautiful and more diverse than we can
possibly conceive of. THE BOOK OF VANISHING SPECIES
is a stunning homage to the planet’s most mysterious, bizarre
and wondrous creatures and plants. Their stories are captivating,
from the eyeless and tiny dragonlike olm to the hawksbill turtle,
whose gender will be determined by the temperature of the sand
it is born in. These species may have survived for hundreds of
thousands of years by cleverly adapting to their environments,
but their future remains far from certain.
The book brings to life red cranes as they dance and bow for the
sheer joy of movement, trees that breathe out a haze of misty
atmosphere for insects that only feast on one kind of flower, a
deep-ocean snail quietly building its shell from iron... and each
one of them is illuminated with an exquisite illustration. As you
turn the pages, there emerges a network of life that stretches
across and around the planet in a dazzling web of existence.
This is both a love letter to life on Earth, and an urgent summons
to protect what is precious and lovely in this world.

THE LAST KINGS OF HOLLYWOOD by Paul Fischer
UK: Faber - 2025. US: Celadon. MS due 2024.
In 1968, a 28-year-old Francis Ford Coppola founded a
production company with his friend George Lucas. They called
it American Zoetrope and hoped to change the movie landscape
forever. Over the next decade, the two “brothers” argued, fell out,
made up, and fell prey to Hollywood’s influence and money. As
they grew wildly successful, and as Lucas became friends with
another young rising filmmaker, Steven Spielberg, they fought
over how to sustain their dream, and how to use Hollywood to
their advantage. In the late 1970s, Lucas and Spielberg pitched
a fedora-wearing, whip-wielding archaeologist to Paramount. In
1981, Raiders of the Lost Ark was released as the biggest film of
all time, heralding the dawn of a new era: the age of IP
franchises. Three years later, Coppola and American Zoetrope
were bankrupt.
THE LAST KINGS OF HOLLYWOOD was pre-empted in the
US by Celadon. Paul’s book THE MAN WHO INVENTED
MOTION PICTURES, about the disappearance of inventor
Louis le Prince, will be published by Faber & Simon & Schuster
US in April 2022; Publisher’s Weekly have described it as
“a must-read”.
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BUSY BEING FREE: A Lifelong Romantic is Seduced by
Solitude by Emma Forrest
UK: Weidenfeld & Nicholson - August 2022. MS available.
A beautiful, breath-taking, unputdownable memoir about love
and heartbreak, sex and celibacy, growing up and starting again.
What happens when your story doesn’t end the way you thought
it would? When the dream life you have been working towards
becomes something you must walk away from? When you swap
a Hollywood marriage and a LA mansion with waterside views,
for a little attic flat shared only with your daughter, beneath the
star-filled sky of deepest North London? When you find yourself
not lonely, but elated - elated to be alone with yourself, who you
genuinely thought you might never get to see again? When, after
a life guided by romantic obsession, you decide to turn your back
not only on marriage, but all romantic and sexual attachments?
Emma Forrest’s 2011 memoir YOUR VOICE IN MY HEAD
sold in 9 territories internationally. Her 2019 novel ROYALS
was the BBC Radio 2 Book Club pick, praised by Marian Keyes,
David Nicholls and Emma Jane Unsworth.
“Alluring, shocking, welcome and wonderful” Lisa Taddeo,
author of THREE WOMEN
“Shocking, absorbing and beautiful” Nigella Lawson
“The most delicious memoir that kept me in bed all day . . . I
think she might be a genius” Sophie Heawood, journalist and
author of THE HUNGOVER GAMES.
NO COMMENT: The Reality of Becoming a Detective in the
Met by Jess McDonald
World: Bloomsbury - May 2023. Edited ms due May 2022.
Jess McDonald was a true crime junkie. After deciding to have a
career change, she graduated from the Met Police’s Direct Entry
scheme and went from sofa sleuth to fully qualified Detective.
The scheme was a controversial new initiative designed to tackle
a recruitment crisis in the Force. One hundred rookies would go
through an intense twenty-week training course and introduction
to borough policing, qualifying as detectives after just one year.
In Jess’ incisive, original and eye-opening memoir she takes us
from bizarre training rituals to harrowing encounters with the
perpetrators and victims of violent crime, exploring what it really
means to be responsible for “keeping London safe for everyone”.
We see the immense pressure she is put under as she struggles
to adapt to her extraordinary new circumstances - and weighs up
whether she even has a future in the force as it is.
NO COMMENT was acquired following a four-way auction.
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FIRE ISLAND: Love, Loss and Liberation in an American
Paradise by Jack Parlett
UK: Granta - May 2022. US: Harper Collins. MS available.
A magisterial account of queer desire in the 20th century. Fire
Island: a narrow, sandy strip of land along the coast from New
York that, since the early twentieth century, has been a place of
hedonism, reinvention, liberation. From Walt Whitman’s rustic
sojourns to W. H. Auden’s ambivalent presence; from the ‘chosen
family’ gatherings of the interwar avant garde to the wild parties
of the post-Stonewall disco era; from Frank O’Hara and James
Baldwin to Patricia Highsmith and Carson McCullers, and on
to today’s denizens: Parlett charts the fascinating history of this
queer enclave - and his own forays into its culture - through the
writers, artists and activists who have found release and
revolution on its shores.
“A compelling social history of a time and place” Michael
Bronski, author of A QUEER HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES
“A beautiful, beguiling journey to the ultimate queer utopia” Olivia Laing
EVERY FAMILY HAS A STORY: How we Inherit Love and
Loss by Julia Samuel
World English: Viking - April 2022. Netherlands: Balans.
Germany: Beltz. China: Penguin Random House. Taiwan:
YuanLiou. Romania: Trei. Russia: Eksmo. Options elsewhere.
MS available.
Julia Samuel shifts her counsellor’s gaze from individuals to a
wide variety of families. Diving deep into eight case
studies, with her usual storytelling panache and the latest
academic research, she analyses a range of common issues
including separation, step-relationships, leaving home, trauma
and loss. In doing so, she reveals insightfully how deeply we are
influenced by our families - including the often underappreciated impact of grandparents and siblings - and offers
universally applicable insights into how families can face challenges together. Her 12 touchstones for family wellbeing -- from
fighting productively to making time for rituals, and from setting
boundaries to allowing difference -- provide us with the tools to
create the families we wish for.
GRIEF WORKS and THIS TOO SHALL PASS were both Sunday Times bestsellers, and have been translated in to 17
languages. Since publication of THIS TOO SHALL PASS in
2020, Julia has also launched a successful podcast, Instagram
series and GRIEF WORKS app.
“An essential, clever and kind book” Alain de Botton, author of
THE ARCHITECTURE OF HAPPINESS
“Engaging, informative and very well written” Philippa Perry,
author of THE BOOK YOU’LL WISH YOUR PARENTS HAD
READ
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FOOD WRITING
OTK: EXTRA GOOD THINGS by
Ottolenghi Test Kitchen
World excluding US: Ebury - October 2022. US: Clarkson Potter.
MS due May 2022.
Yotam Ottolenghi and his superteam are back, with flexible,
flavour-packed dishes that all lend a little extra something to the
next meal. It’s harissa butter in a mushroom kiev, then tossed
with steamed veg or in a baked potato the next day. It’s tamarind
dressing on turmeric fried eggs, then drizzled on to roasted
potatoes or spooned over a steak. Extra Good Things is
rounded off with a chapter on the ‘one basics’ of desserts for you
to perfect and then adapt with your favourite flavour
combinations, such as ‘one basic mousse’ transformed into coffee
mousse with tahini fudge.
This is cooking it forward, Ottolenghi style, filling your
cupboards with adaptable homemade ingredients to add some
oomph to every mealtime.
“I absolutely love this book!” - Nigella Lawson on OTK SHELF
LOVE
“You could cook out of this for years and never eat a dull meal”Diana Henry on OTK SHELF LOVE for The Telegraph
“In this guide to making the most of what you have, it’s
inspiration that shines, rather than fancy ingredients” - Observer
Books of the Year

THE YEAR OF MIRACLES: Recipes about Love and Grief
and Growing Things by Ella Risbridger
World: Bloomsbury - May 2022. MS available from the Publisher
This cookbook is about a year in the kitchen (and in the garden
under the fire-escape steps). A year of grief and hope and change;
of fancy fish pie, cardamom-cinnamon chicken rice, chimichurri
courgettes, quadruple carb soup, blackberry miso birthday cake,
and sticky toffee Guinness brownie pudding.
A year of loss, and every kind of romance, and fried jam
sandwiches. A year of seedlings and pancakes. A year of falling
in love. A year of recipes. A year, in other words, of minor
miracles.
“An extraordinary, heartwarming book with gorgeous recipes. I
loved it” Nigel Slater
“Ella Risbridger has a comforting talent for delivering
deliciousness in a way that seems like an act of compassion”
Nigella Lawson
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BREADSONG: How Baking Changed Our Lives by Kitty &
Al Tait
World: Bloomsbury – April 2022. MS available from the
Publisher.
**Shortlisted for the Jane Grigson Trust Award**
When a cloud of depression and anxiety threatened to overwhelm
teenager Kitty Tait, her dad Alex baked a loaf of bread with her.
One loaf turned in to ten, and soon Kitty was baking bread for
the whole village, and expanding her repertiore. Demand for
Kitty’s loaves, buns, cookies and brownies grew and, after a few
whirlwind months, she and her dad opened The Orange
Bakery in Watlington, where queues now regularly snake down
the street.
BREADSONG is a cookbook with recipes including Happy
Bread filled with salted caramel and Comfort Bread made with
Marmite, sticky buns galore with flavours such as Cardamom and
Orange, and Fig and Honey, and the ultimate Tahini and Milk
Chocolate Cookies. It’s also a story about mental health, finding
joy in unexpected places and being brave enough to change your
life.
“Accessible, engaging and wonderfully wide ranging” Felicity
Cloake
“Not only is BREADSONG a brilliant book about the bliss of
baking, Kitty Tait tells a brave and beautiful story of what it is
to be human. Rise up like your dough, Kitty! You are Britain’s
next Star Baker!” - Mel Giedroyc, author and former presenter of
THE GREAT BRITISH BAKE-OFF
“BREADSONG is exactly the kind of cookbook I love to curl up
with - uplifting, inspiring, heartfelt and with wonderful recipes
to boot. The best recipes are filled with heart and this book is just
that” - Georgina Hayden, author of TAVERNA
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ASSOCIATED AGENCIES
Brazil: Tassy Barham Associates
Bulgaria: Anthea Literary Agency
Czech Republic: Kristin Olson s.r.o
France: La Nouvelle Agence
Germany: Agentur Petra Eggers
Greece: JLM Literary Agency
Hungary/Croatia: Andrew Nurnberg
Israel: The Deborah Harris Agency
Italy: Grandi & Associati
Japan: Japan Uni / The English Agency
Korea: Eric Yang Agency
Latvia/Lithuania/Estonia: Andrew Nurnberg
Poland: Booklab
Romania: Simona Kessler Agency
Russia/Ukraine: Anna Jarota Agency
People’s Republic of China/Taiwan: The Grayhawk Agency
Serbia/Slovenia/Bosnia/Macedonia/Montenegro: Corto Literary Agency
Spain/Portugal: The Foreign Office
Thailand: Tuttle Mori
Turkey: Kalem Agency
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